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5 things to consider
before expanding
your home
NOW

Sleep like a baby
A new look with your family’s needs in mind

H
Since 1965, thousands of families have trusted Clegg’s Pest
Control for protection from pests, whether they’re dealing
with ants in the kitchen pantry or wildlife in the attic. Our new
look is as modern as our pest control technologies that keep
your home safe and pest-free. Your family’s best interest is at
the core of what we do.

Peace of mind through trust and protection.

205 Wall St.
Clinton, NC 28328
P 910-592-2258
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OUR SERVICES
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PEST & TERMITE SERVICES
BED BUGS
MOISTURE CONTROL

CLEGGS.COM

omeowners who feel their homes are
a little confined may be interested in
expanding their homes to make them
more comfortable and serviceable. Several
questions
may come to mind when homeowners are
considering adding on to an
existing home.
Expanding a home requires careful
consideration. While the end results can be
spectacular, expansion is typically a long
and costly process that will impede on the
lifestyles of a home’s inhabitants during the
renovation process. Expect loud noises,
work crews and sawdust throughout the
project. Depending on which areas are
being renovated, residents may feel their
lives are in upheaval until the expansion
project has been completed.
Familiarizing yourself with the expansion
process and recognizing potential snags
along the way can make planning and
coping that
much easier.
1. Many homeowners first consult with a
contractor when mulling over expansions.
However, you may want to speak with
an architect first. He or she may be able
to suggest renovations that fit with your
neighborhood and appeal to prospective
buyers when you decide to sell your home
in the future.

2. Visit your building inspection or municipal
office to learn the local regulations. You
want to ensure that any renovations you
make are done in keeping with safety codes
and laws.
3. While you’re thinking of your neighbors,
give them the heads up on your potential
plans. This way they will not be surprised
by the extra noise and activity when the
renovation begins.

4. Remodeling can cost anywhere from
$200 to $600 per square foot added.
You’ll need to figure out a way to pay for
the renovations, and you may consider
refinancing your home. Make sure it is a
smart time financially to do so based on
current real estate market conditions. Also
know that additions will likely increase
your home insurance coverage needs.
Consult with the insurance company about
estimated charges and any restrictions they
have.
5. Consider a standalone structure when
mulling over your options. Sometimes the
cost of putting up a free-standing office or
another structure on your property may end
up being less expansive than expanding
on what you already have. Think creatively
and research all of your options before
committing to a project.
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Freshen up your home
for the spring season

A

fter a few months of chilly temperatures,
come spring, many homeowners are
eager to throw open their windows and
doors and breathe new life into their homes.
Simple changes made now — even before the
weather begins to warm up — can improve
interior spaces and brighten the atmosphere
of a home.
Go plant shopping. Research from NASA
suggests adding at least one plant in your
home per 100 square feet is efficient enough
to clean air. Fresh foliage also makes a home
feel warm and inviting. Watering
and misting plants introduces moisture into
indoor
air, which can make rooms overcome with
dry air from heating systems feel comfortable.
Just be sure to avoid overwatering plants,
which can lead to mold growth.
Swap out throw pillows. Accent pillows on
beds and sofas are quick and inexpensive
ways to add new bursts of color to rooms.
You may be able to make over a room’s
entire color scheme with new pillows. Invest in
pillows that you can switch with each season
so your decor will never look tired or dull.
Clean existing light ﬁxtures. Another way to
brighten the mood in a home is to periodically
clean light fixtures to make sure they are
working effectively. Spend time dusting them
and cleaning off any accumulated debris.
If need be, switch out old lamp shades for
newer ones that let more light shine through.
If inadequate lighting is a problem no matter
how many lamps you have, consult with an
electrician about installing more overhead and
accent lighting.

Give rugs and ﬂoors a deep cleaning.
Recirculated air may be full of dust and other
microscopic particles that end up blowing
throughout your home. Also, it’s easy to track
in dirt and other materials on your shoes that
become imbedded in carpeting. At least once
a year, rent or enlist the surfaces of carpet and
upholstery cleaners to give floors a thorough
cleaning. You may be surprised at how clean
and fresh a home looks and smells once
rugs and carpets are deep-cleaned. You also
can make a dry carpet cleaner using baking
soda, corn starch and desired fresh herbs for
fragrance. Sprinkle and then vacuum up after
a few hours.
Color-coordinate bookshelves. Group all
books with similarly colored covers together
for an instant and eye-appealing look.
Simmer some homemade home
deodorizer. In a large pot, boil water and
some scented herbs, such as rosemary, citrus
rinds, vanilla, or lavender. The aroma will waft
through the home, creating a pleasing scent.
Invest in new window treatments.
Lightweight draperies or new blinds or shades
can transform the look of a room. Be sure to
keep curtains and blinds open during the day
to maximize the hours of sunlight.
Homeowners can make some simple changes
while they’re stuck indoors and reap the
benefits when the weather warms up again.

Fresh flowers, new throw pillows and lightweight draperies are some easy ways to
transform a home in time for spring’s arrival.

Tires Inc.

NO DETOURS™ • Bandag Retread Dealer • Firestone Associate Dealer

Did you know?

T

he home improvement market, which includes both improvements and
maintenance, has rebounded considerably from its most recent low
point in 2011. The Joint Center for Housing Studies (JCHS) of Harvard
University indicated in early 2015 that the upcoming year would surpass the
$324 billion spent on improvements during the peak of the housing boom a
decade ago. Even though homebuilding and the home industry in general
is still not at complete recovery, trends within the home improvement
industry do suggest that homeowners have once again become comfortable
investing in their homes.

We Sell...

Tractor Tires • Industrial Tires • Logging Tires • Bandag Retread Tires
Medium Truck Tires • Passenger & Light Truck Tires • Trailer Tires
Lawn & Garden Tires • Used Medium Truck Wheels & Rims
Nitrogen for commercial, passenger and farm tires.

We Offer...

Road Service • Tire Repairs on: Cars, Trucks, Tractors,
Logging & Construction Equipment

Michael Edwards, Owner • 910-592-4741

317 S.E. Blvd., Clinton • NC 28328 • www.tireincofclinton.com
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Watch out for those
springtime allergies.
Check out and compare
our everyday low prices
Claritin

30 ct - $2199

Private Label
Loratadine
10 mg
10 ct - $399
30 ct - $599
90 ct - $1099
NeilMed
Sinus Rinse

100 ct - $1399

ALLEGRA $2099
allergy 24 hour

Fexofenadine 180 mg

How to clean
and maintain
stainless steel

Zyrtec

30 ct - $2199

15 ct - $1059
30 ct - $1399
70 ct - $2299
Private Label
Certizine
10 mg

Private Label
Fexofenadine
180 mg

15 ct - $1599
30 ct - $1399
70 ct - $2299

Conicidin

chlor-trimeton

24 ct. - $599

(compare to Zyrtec)

14 ct - $499
30 ct - $799
100 ct - $1499
NASACORT

allergy 24 hr
multi-sympton nasal spray
Triamcinolone Acetonide 55 mcg

60 dose - $1249
120 dose - $2079

Flonase

60 doses - $1499
Private Label
120 doses - $2499

Chlorpheniramine

12 mg
Chlorpheniramine er
12 ct. - $1199
4 mg

24 ct - $399
100 ct - $597

A pharmacist always available to
answer your questions and help
you make the right choice.

Matthews
Matthews
healthMart
healthMart
PHARMACY

Caring for you and about you
Jordan Shopping Center Clinton • 910-592-3121

N

o matter the style of a homeowner’s
kitchen, be it modern, traditional
or farmhouse, stainless steel
appliances can add a pop of shine and a
touch of class. Proponents of stainless steel
appliances note their easy maintenance,
stylish look and durability. Plus, the neutral
tone of stainless steel helps it blend in with
just about any color palette.
Stainless steel is lauded for its strength
and resistance to corrosion and rust.
These attributes make it a popular choice
in kitchens, where moisture is an issue.
Although they are certainly durable
choices, stainless steel appliances require
maintenance to keep them looking and
performing at their best. Considering that
stainless steel also costs more than other
finish options, taking the time to learn
proper care can help protect homeowners’
investments.
Avoid chlorine bleach or other products
containing chloride. Although stainless
steel is highly resistant to corrosion, it is not
completely impervious. Chlorine products
can damage the surface of stainless steel
appliances and stain them if the chlorine is
left to sit.
Do not use metal scourers or coarse
abrasives on the stainless steel because
such products may scratch the steel. Steel
wool pads can leave behind a residue of
small metal particles that may eventually

rust.

Baking soda mixed with a little dish soap
can be used to remove some tough dirt and
stains. Rinse well and towel dry to avoid
streaking.
Clean and wipe the steel in the direction
of the “grain.” Usually this means working
from the top of the appliance and moving
down toward the floor.
Consult with the owner’s manual
before undertaking any maintenance
or cleaning. The appliance may have a
special coating over the stainless steel to
help protect it, and it’s best to know what
you’re dealing with before getting your
hands dirty.

If you will be trying a cleaning product
or scouring method, always test it first in an
inconspicuous spot to see if it is effective or
harmful.

Julien, a leader in commercial kitchen
equipment, recommends applying
cleansers with a soft cloth or sponge. Then
wipe dry with a soft, clean cloth or allow to
air dry.
Stainless steel remains a popular material
in kitchens for sinks and appliances. With
care, stainless steel can look like new for
years to come.
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Reclaimed wood adds instant
appeal to home projects

R

F
Salvaged doors, fences, shutters,
beams, and so much more can be put
to new use.
Reclaimed wood can be found
everywhere. Most people do not have to
look too far to find wood they can salvage.
Check salvage yards, landfills, dumpsters
in front of older homes being renovated,
or older, unused barns in rural settings.
You also can collect driftwood or discarded
shipping crates.
While some reclaimed wood can be used
as-is, some pieces may require millwork,
including sanding, cutting, shaping, and
finishing. If you do not have these skills,
you probably will have to hire someone who
does.
The Internet is awash with ideas for putting
salvaged wood to use. Get inspired and
then find the pieces that will fit your project.

ormal dining rooms are no longer
as coveted as they once were.
Family dinners, if they manage to
be at home, are now just as likely to be
served in the kitchen or in another space,
such as on the patio or in the living room
while watching television, as they are in
formal dining rooms. Trendy homeowners
have begun to ditch dining rooms in favor
of using the space for other purposes.
Homeowners with a passion for literature
can outfit the room with floor-to-ceiling
bookcases to turn one-time dining rooms
into the ultimate library. Those who need
a bit more family space can use a dining

room as a family room, outfitting the room
with all storage nooks, a flat screen TV
and a comfortable couch to make it more
inviting. Because dining rooms are often
located next to the kitchen, the removal
of walls can make expanding the kitchen
even easier. If their kitchens are cramped,
homeowners can look into ways to spread
out into the space allotted for the dining
area. There are many ways to repurpose
dining rooms so they are functional to
homeowners’ specific needs, especially if
those needs do not include formal dining
areas.

39.

$

99

Piedmont Truck Tires, Inc.
Oil, Lube & Filter Change w/Tire Rotation

Includes:
• Lube where applicable
• New oil filter installed
• 4 tire rotation
• Up to 5 quarts major brand oil (brands vary)

(most vehicles)

966 South US Hwy. 117, Warsaw, NC 28398 • 910-293-2510
Monday-Friday 8am - 5pm
We provide Emergency Road Service 24/7/365 • 1-877-293-2515

00819227

epurposing salvaged wood is
a popular trend in the home
improvement industry. Not only
can using salvaged wood give a home a
one-of-a-kind look, but it’s a handy way to
incorporate the three Rs of green
living into your lifestyle: reduce, reuse and
recycle.
Reclaimed wood is often used in flooring,
beams, wall treatments, and doors, but it
also can be turned into furniture or home
accent items. Reclaimed wood adds
warmth and historical interest to a home’s
decor that newer materials may lack.
Although finding wood that can be salvaged
takes time and some legwork, such efforts
can quickly pay off. Many businesses are
now devoted to reclaimed timber, which can
help make the process of finding and using
salvaged wood
even easier.
Homeowners considering reclaimed wood
may be interested to learn that such wood
can serve various functions aside from
benefitting the planet.
Match old-growth wood. New regulations
may prevent certain species of trees from
being cut down. That means it can be
challenging to match old wood in a home,
particularly if you’re looking to maintain
historical value and authenticity. Relying
on salvaged wood items can alleviate this
concern, ensuring that you can find rare
woods that are no longer available brand
new.
Salvaged wood has character. It’s
difficult to mimic the natural age marks
and character that older wood may have.
Instead of being raised on farms, wood
harvested decades ago probably grew in
natural environments, making the wood
both durable and strong. The color
and grain of salvaged wood may also
be unique.
Look at objects in a new way. Doors
are versatile pieces of reclaimed
lumber because they’re already flat
and rather large. Doors can be turned
into headboards, tables or benches.
Staircase or porch posts can be turned into
candlestick holders, and wood shutters can
dress up walls and provide a place to hang
artwork and other wall items.

Doing away
with dining rooms
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Modiﬁcations to
make bathrooms safer

F

ew areas in a home can prove as
perilous as bathrooms. The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
says every year around 235,000 people
over the age of 15 visit emergency rooms
in the United States because of injuries
suffered in bathrooms. The majority of
these injuries — many of which require
hospitalization — result from falls.
Injuries sustained in bathrooms typically
occur in and around bathtubs, usually when
a person is getting in or out of the tub. Falls
occur when people slip on wet surfaces or
get dizzy and lose consciousness within the
tight confines of the bathroom.
Although bathroom injuries are mostly
associated with the elderly, anyone is
susceptible to such injuries. Debilitating
diseases, instability from an accident or
injury or even impaired vision can trigger a
bathroom accident. Thankfully, some minor
modifications can make bathrooms safer for
everyone.

shower and on each side of the toilet.

Grab bars

Walk-in showers

Unsteady individuals may rely on towel bars
or shower knobs to provide some balance
when maneuvering around bathrooms. But
such items were not designed to support
a person’s weight and can be slippery,
making grab bars the safer choice.
Look for bars with slip-resistant surfaces
instead of chrome plating. Bolted-in bars
that are fixed to the studs in a wall, provide
more reliable support than bars that employ
suction to stay connected to the wall.
Install the bars where they provide optimal
leverage and stability, such as close to the

Chairs

A bath/shower chair can make bathing
safer. Pharmacies and medical supply
retailers carry these sturdy, plastic chairs
and stools which can fit inside of a shower
or tub. They enable a person to rest his
or her legs and sit while bathing. When
remodeling a bathroom, have a seating
area built into the design of the shower
enclosure so that the addition looks
seamless.

Transfer bench

Many injuries occur when people are
attempting to get in and out of the tub or
shower, but a transfer bench can greatly
reduce the risk of such injuries. The bench
is placed outside of the tub, and users
just sit on the bench and then swing their
legs over the ledge of the tub rather than
stepping over while standing.

Kitchen and Bath Builders Association
recommends installing pressure-balanced
and temperature-controlled valves in the
bath and shower.

Forgiving ﬂooring

Tile may be preferred around the bathroom,
but it can be cold and slippery. Investigate
other water-resistant flooring materials
that may be softer underfoot and offer
greater traction. Rubber flooring made from
recycled tires is one option that is gaining
ground for its practicality and sustainability.
Changes around the bathroom can alleviate
many of the risks that contribute to the
hundreds of thousands of injuries that occur
in bathrooms every year.

This bathroom can be made safer with
the addition of grab bars, a bath seat,
non-slip flooring, and a transfer bench.

Some homeowners are eliminating tubs
from their homes altogether. A walk-in
shower provides a barrier-free entry into the
shower, making it safer for those who have
difficulty stepping into and out of bathtubs.

Lever-style ﬁxtures

Knob temperature controls on faucets can
be challenging to grasp for people with
arthritis or poor grips. Lever-style fixtures
are easier to maneuver and can help
prevent scalding. These levers also are
easier for children to manage. The National

PINE STRAW MULCH ROCKS SEEDS
Flowers and Plants Coming SOON!
also !
e
W gram
o
Mon

Merritt's Pottery, INC
3943 Hwy 701 N
Elizabethtown , NC 28337

(910) 862-3774

Specializing in cement yard ornaments

GARDEN & GIFTS
910-592-3043

394 Faison Highway Clinton, North Carolina
00817014

Monday - Friday 8:00am - 5:00pm • Saturday 8:00am - 3:00pm
Sunday 1:00pm - 5:00pm (beginning on April 3, 2016)

elizabeth’s

WREATHS FLAGS PILLOWS GIFTS
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Spring cleaning projects
you don’t want to forget

S

Baseboards

Floors

Curtains

pring cleaning is an annual tradition
in many households. After a winter
spent cooped up indoors, spring
cleaning can rejuvenate a household and
provide a great chance to rid a home of a
season’s worth of clutter.
Donating old clothes and cleaning out
the garage are popular spring cleaning
projects, but there are a host of additional
tasks homeowners can tackle to freshen up
their homes this spring.

Simply vacuuming or sweeping the floors
might not be enough to banish some of
winter’s most uninvited guests. Dust has
a way of settling into a home over the
course of a typical winter, and it’s easy for
a home’s inhabitants to track dirt and debris
inside as well. After vacuuming or sweeping
floors, go over them with a mop. Doing so
can remove any lingering dust, dirt, debris,
and allergens the vacuum or broom failed

to pick up. Apply wood cleaner and polish
to wood floors to make them look even
cleaner.

Though baseboards might not seem all that
dirty, upon closer inspection homeowners
might notice substantial accumulations of
dirt and dust. Such dirt and dust many not
be removed so easily, so homeowners
might need to use hot water and a sponge
to remove any debris that is clinging.
Curtains also may have absorbed
substantial amounts of dust, dirt and
debris over the winter. This might be more
visible near the end of winter when more
sunlight begins to shine through. Clean the
curtains in adherence to the manufacturer
instructions before you open windows for
the season so any wind that blows in does
not spread debris onto nearby furniture.
Once the curtains have been washed,

opening windows may help them dry more
quickly.

Bathrooms

Bathrooms also tend to bear the brunt of
winter weather, as mold and grime can
accumulate throughout a season in which
it’s too cold to open bathroom windows
to let fresh air in after bathing. Inspect
ceilings, tubs, shower stalls, and floors for
any signs of mold growth or grime. Mold
growth in a home can lead to respiratory
problems and exacerbate existing
conditions such as asthma, so it’s best to
inspect bathrooms for any signs of mold
growth throughout winter. If you have let
that slip, prioritize such inspections come
spring cleaning time.

Furniture

It’s easy to overlook furniture when tackling
spring cleaning, but dust and dirt can
quickly accumulate on couches and chairs
over the course of winter. When possible,
vacuum furniture to remove any debris that
might have accumulated while windows
and doors were kept shut, and shampoo
any cushions or seat covers that don’t pass
the smell test.

When cleaning their homes in the
spring, homeowners should not forget
to inspect their curtains, which can
accumulate dust and dirt over the
course of winter.

$100 Towards
THE PUrCHasE oF sELECT
XT2™ ModELs.*
March 9th -24th

XT2 LX42” EFI
LAWN TRACTOR

Did you know?

Fences can provide privacy and transform backyards into calming places
to relax and unwind. But fences also may lead to disputes with neighbors
if installation is not carried out with etiquette. Always place the fence within
your property lines, which can be determined by examining a land survey
for your home. Inform your neighbors of your intention to erect a fence,
and give any concerns they might have substantial consideration. Face the
more aesthetically appealing side of the fence outward to the street and
to neighbors’ yards. In addition, maintain the fence once it is installed so it
does not become a neighborhood eyesore that irks your neighbors.
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Equipped with the efficiency and maintenance
benefits of Cub Cadet’s 547cc electronic fuel-injected
engine, plus a 42” stamped, twin-blade cutting
deck. Combined with easy push-button control of
our keyless engine start, this is the tractor that will
make you wish your lawn grew faster.
STARTING AT:

THE INDUSTRY’S
99 ** OUTDOOR
LANKY'S
POWER EQUIP. STRONGEST WARRANTY***
1,699
356UNLIMITED
POPE RDHOURS. 5-YEAR CHASSIS AND FRONT AXLE. 3-YEAR POWERTRAIN.

$

DUNN,, NC 28334
910-892-9257

YOUR INDEPENDENT CUB CADET DEALER EXPERT SERVICE. LOCALLY OWNED

THE ADVICE, SERVICE, SELECTION AND SUPPORT YOU NEED TO FIND THE RIGHT FIT FOR YOU

LANKY'S OUTDOOR POWER EQUIP.
356 POPE RD
DUNN,, NC
28334EQUIP. 356 POPE RD., DUNN, NC 28334
LANKY'S OUTDOOR
POWER
356910-892-9257
POPE RD
910-892-9257
DUNN,, NC 28334
910-892-9257

LANKY’S OUTDOOR POWER EQUIP.
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3 ways to improve indoor
air quality all year long

A

s winter wears on, it’s not uncommon
for people living in cold weather
climates to experience some cabin
fever. Winter weather confines many people
to their homes, making many antsy to get out
once the first signs of spring begin to appear.
In addition to contributing to cabin fever,
winter weather can have a negative impact
on indoor air quality. While air pollution
is something most often associated with
densely populated cities, the air inside
homes is not immune to pollution, especially
during long winters when windows are often
closed for months at a time. Though open
windows in spring and summer can vastly
improve indoor air quality, there are ways
to ensure that air stays fresh and healthy
regardless of which season it happens to be.
1. Clean the ﬂoors.
Dirty floors are one of the chief contributors
to poor indoor air quality. Dust, dirt, pollen,

and pet dander can accumulate on floors,
leading to poor air quality and potentially
aggravating respiratory conditions such as
asthma. When vacuuming, use a vacuum
with a HEPA filter, which is a uniquely
designed mechanical air filter that traps
harmful particles such as pollen, pet dander
and dust mites. When you finish vacuuming,
mop floors to gather any dust or allergens
that escaped the vacuum.
2. Control indoor air moisture.
Moist air is great for dust mites and mold,
both of which are very bad for humans, so
do everything you can to maintain healthy
levels of indoor air moisture. Dehumidifiers
can reduce indoor air moisture and control
allergens, but it’s important to take additional
steps as well. When bathing, try to keep a
bathroom window open on a slight crack to
prevent mold growth. When preparing meals
in the kitchen, make use of your exhaust fan.
In addition, don’t overwater houseplants, as

Mopping after vacuuming can remove any
lingering allergens and improve indoor air quality.
they can become breeding grounds for mold.
3. Resist synthetic fragrances.
A home that smells good tends to feel
more pleasant, especially during winter
months when windows are closed. But
synthetic fragrances, such as those
found in detergents and air fresheners,
may be providing that welcoming scent
at a heavy cost to a home’s inhabitants.
Such fragrances may be emitting various
chemicals, including volatile organic

compounds, or VOCs, into the air, affecting
indoor air quality and possibly even human
health. When buying laundry products,
look for those that are fragrance-free, also
choosing home cleaning products that do not
include any artificial fragrances.
Indoor air quality tends to suffer in colder
months, when windows are closed and
doors are open only briefly. But homeowners
can take a handful of simple yet effective
steps to ensure the air in their homes is
healthy all year long.

INCOME TAX
REFUND SALE
Couch & Loveseat Sets
WE ARE ALL WORKING TOWARDS THE SAME GOAL. When we work
together, using energy wisely and saving money go hand in hand. Learn
more about the power of your co-op membership at TogetherWeSave.com.

WE ARE ALL WORKING TOWARDS THE SAME GOAL. When we work
together, using energy wisely and saving money go hand in hand. Learn
more about the power of your co-op membership at TogetherWeSave.com.

Recliners

WE ARE ALL WORKING
TOWARDS
Bedroom
Sets THE SAME GOAL. When we work

10%
to 50% off

together, using energy wisely and saving money go hand Dinette
in hand.
SetsLearn
more about the power of your co-op membership at TogetherWeSave.com.

all Floor
Samples

WE ARE ALL WORKING TOWARDS THE SAME GOAL. When we work
together, using energy wisely and saving money go hand in hand. Learn
more about the power of your co-op membership at TogetherWeSave.com.

.

100 Euclid St. Stedman, NC 28391

483-4316
www.HornesFurnitureAndAppliance.com

.

Monday-Saturday 8am-6pm Closed Sunday

00819391

